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Resin paints Final hardness Persoz pendulum method

Figure 1: Measurement concept

Resin paints based on polyurethane are two-component systems of a solvent-based resin
and a cross-linker, which is added to cure. The drying time and hardness of the paint
depending on the ratio of resin to cross-linker. To measure the final hardness of the
coating, the sample has to cure completely, before it is possible to measure it with the
“Persoz” pendulum method. We will show, how to use type parameters measured with
CurinScan Classic in the first hour of application, to predict coating hardness for
polyurethane-based two-component paints.

INTRODUCTION

HOW IT WORKS

CurinScan Classic uses Nanoscale
Mobility Analysis (NMA) and
measures the particles' (polymers,
aggregates, pigments...) Brownian
motion, thanks to an optical
method. 

During the film formation or curing process, the nanoscale mobility
of particles changes due to the material properties' evolution, for
example from liquid to solid.  

When a material (coating, film...) presents an important microscopic
dynamics activity (liquid-like), the structures present an important
Brownian motion directly correlated to the viscoelastic properties of
the material.
Thanks to a dedicated image analysis algorithm, it is possible to
determine a characteristic frequency, the Fluidity Factor (FF),
which directly correlates to the speckle image fluctuation on the
camera.

Figure 2 : Schematic representation of the Fluidity factor (FF)
evolution during typical drying/curing process versus time

When the sample is liquid (early times), it presents a high level of Fluidity
factor. This value will be decreasing over time during the drying/curing
process. 

PROTOCOL & METHOD

RESULTS

The drying behavior of a polyurethane resin is analyzed on aluminum. The
drying will occur at room temperature and humidity rate. 

Figure 3 : Fluidity factor evolution versus time for a polyurethane
resin is analyzed on aluminum

Figure 3 shows the Fluidity factor evolution versus the time of a
polyurethane resin sample, applied to aluminum. 

The graph presented in Figure 3 allows us to identify different drying
steps and determine characteristic times. 
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 Monitor and know precisely the curing
and drying kinetics
Determine the characteristic times of
the film forming process
Evaluate the impact of  the substrate on
the drying kinetics…
Optimize the manufacturing protocol

For aeronautical coatings, our in-situ, non-
invasive and handy solution allows you to:

 

CONCLUSION
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Table 1 : Characteristic times extracted from the Figure 4

Phase I: First, the Fluidity factor decreases sharply. This
drying step is mainly characterized by solvent evaporation.
The end of this phase is given by the characteristic time t1. 

Phase II: The Fluidity factor decreases then significantly,
indicating an increase in viscosity due to cross-linking of
polyurethane. The time t2 characterizes the end of this step.

Phase III: The Fluidity factor decreases continuously, but less
rapidly. This is the longest phase and ends with T3.

Phase IV: Finally, the Fluidity factor does not evolve anymore.
The coating is entirely dried and reached its stationary
state.

The times t1, t2, and t3 may be attributed to different
characteristic stages of the drying such as “tack free time”, “dust
free time”, etc. depending on the paint type.

The drying steps are the same for the two substrates, which
indicates the same mechanism of drying. As noticed in Figure 4, the
drying on pretreated substrates follows the 4 different stages
presented before.
However, on the treated substrate (green curve), the time to reach t1
is three times longer than on the untreated substrate (blue curve).
To obtain the same state t2 on the treated surface, it took almost
20h, which is more than six times longer. So the polyurethane paint
drying is significantly retarded on the substrate treated with a
precoating.

CurinScan Classic gives unique and complete information on the
film formation steps, instantaneously, in objective and
representative conditions. 

It's also possible to modify some parameters such as the
substrate and determine its influence on the drying. 
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the Fluidity factor of the same
polyurethane paint on aluminum (blue) and pretreated
aluminum (green).  

Figure 4 : Comparison between the drying of a polyurethane paint
on aluminum (blue) and on the pretreated substrate (green).

CurinScan Classic allows you to quantify the influence of the substrate
on the drying.
Here, for aeronautical coatings, the use of precoating would lead to
longer production times, which is not acceptable. Thus, CurinScan
Classic is a solution to optimize the existing manufacturing
process. 
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